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In 2019, there’ll be more rooms
at the Lodge!
the lodge currently has 29 guestrooms - each of
which remain true to the building’s original structure. The Lodge
is the heartbeat of the Estate and is always buzzing with activity.
In addition to its bedrooms, the Lodge houses the Victorian
Treatment Rooms, the Equestrian Centre, a small number of
private function rooms, Conor’s Bar and the award winning
Snaffles Restaurant.

August 2018 will bring the start of our exciting
extension to The Lodge which will see us add 18
beautiful new guest bedrooms bringing the total
bedroom capacity to 47 bedrooms.
It’s a wonderful story to tell: We have a supply and
demand issue. We have created such a demand for The
Lodge that we regularly burst at the seams! There are
countless nights where we’ve run out of rooms to sell
in the Lodge and this number of nights where we are
refusing guest stays is growing by the year… And we
don’t like to disappoint our guests!
We’re also delighted with the fact that we’ll be
employing even more new staff members as a result
of this expansion, continuing to make us one of
Monaghan’s largest employers.

Bobby Joe preparing
for exciting times ahead
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So, what will The Lodge look like?
the lodge will have a total of 47 bedrooms, each
imaginatively decorated in keeping with the building’s period features
that reflect the original character of the old Hunting Lodge. The new
guestrooms (like the existing ones) will have beautiful spacious bathrooms
to include roll top baths and separate power showers and magnificent
comfortable beds which are guaranteed to induce a wonderful night’s sleep!

“ We can’t wait to share it
with you in the summer of 2019.
It’s going to be great!

As detailed in the drawings above, the new extension will be added to the
left hand side of the Lodge in an area that is presently unused. While the
works take place, our building crew will enter and depart via a separate
unseen entrance to all guests entering the Lodge or the Estate. The images
above reflect exactly where the works are taking place and also show an
architects drawing as to what it will look like upon completion.
It’s important for us to mention that this extension will all take place in
the background to the many everyday goings on of the ever thriving Castle
Leslie Estate. It’s very much business as usual for us and enjoyment as
always for our customers.
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